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CULTURE

--------------------------~PAGE 3
The culture section checks out
seven of the best albums of
2006 while previewing Friday's
Bowling for Soup concert and
this weekend's blockbusters.

OPINION
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Read what our Editorial Board
thinks about Gov. Butch Otter's
proposal to Increase the state's
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higher-education budget.

SPORTS
PAGE 6
The Boise State men:s and
women's basketball teams
continue conference play this
weekend while the gymnastics
team prepares for Its home
opener Friday night.

BIZTECH

..•

PAGE 8
Yesterday, they were The Venice
Project'", today they're Joost'",
Tomorrow, they're yours! Find
out what all the buzz Is about
and what this new player In
the online video entertainment
business has to offer.

ARBITERONLIN E.COM

---------------------------Democratic leaders and the
Campaign for America's Future
held a news teleconference
Sept. 13 to release a new
report on rising tuition costs.

WEATHER

----------------------------

FRIDAY
High: 35F / Low 22F

SATURDAY
High: 38F / Low 23F

SUNDAY
High: 38F / Low 25F

ON CAMPUS

---------------------------FRIDAY
InterVarslty Christian
Fellowship
Details: 7-8:30 p.m.
Location: Multi-Purpose
Building, Room 208 '
Come get connected to the
Christian community at BSUI
For more Information: check
out www.lvldaho.org
Contact: Cynthia at 327-7791
SATURDAY
BSU WAC Victory Parade
Time: 3 p.m. - Parade starts
from BSU and Travels to the
steps of the Capitol Building.
Parade wlli consist of football
players and cheerleaders.
Autographs will be available at
the end of the parade.
COMEJOIN THE TRIBUTETO
THE BOISE STATEUNIVERSITY

BRONCOS FOOTaALLTEAM
. AND THEIR PERFECT SEASONX
CELEBRATE THEIR WAC ...
CHAMPIONSHIP. AND THEIR
SPECTAcUlARvIetoRYA1'THE
2007 TOSTIDOS.FIESTA BOWL

ILLUSTRATION

BY JESSICA CHRISTENSEN
News Editor

PJ

ter Boise State's 13-0 season and
the win against the Oklahoma
. ooners in the Tostitos Fiesta
Bowl, many have asked what the next
step is for the Broncos.
"Westart a $36 million building project on the stadium, first and foremost,"
BSU Athletic Director Gene Bleymaier
said. "That's a tremendous opportunity for us to expand the stadium
and get going on a project we've been
working on for over five years, The timing is spectacular in that regard, nowwe
just try and capitalize on what this team
has done."
The next step is closer than expected.
The State Board of Education unanimously approved the first stage in proposed additions to Bronco Stadium last
week in a 6-0 vote, with one abstention. The $35.9 million dollar project is
expected to begin with construction
of a new press box, along with additions to luxury suites, club sections and
loge boxes.
According to Curt Apsey, Boise State
Senior Associate Athletic Director, construction for this first step is expected to
begin within the next 30 to 45 days. The
university has contracted with Layton
Construction of Salt Lake City to build
the current addition, and stands as the
most expensive project in the athletic department's history .. The addition
should be completed in time for the
2008 football season.
Bronco Stadium's current press box
needsimprovementaccordingtoBronco
coach Chris Petersen. He says the current press box is one of the worst press
boxes he's been in as a Division Icoach,
but is excited about the new project.
"The press box Is gonna be awesome,'
Petersen said. "It's gonna be first class
and it's gonna be as good as any press
box around. I think that's the thing that
fires up the players, the coaching staff
and even the administration. I can't
wait to break ground on that and then I
can't wait to expand this stadium."
In total, the current project will add
38 luxury suites wittJ. 16 seats each, 43
loge boxes with four seats each and 787
individually-sold dub seats, increasing
total capacity to 32,000, from 30,000.
Eventually, the planned stadium expansion will hold 40,000 seats.
Additional. seating .will be possibly added to the north corners of the
stadium, or the horseshoe at the south
. end zone.
.
Bleymaier fully supports the. pre]- .
ect and hopes it will comrnunlcatethe
Bronco's standing.
"Thls will be a very visible sign, not
only for our communIty, but for all the
'teams that come here, that 'Hey, this is
the real deal',' Bleymaiersaid. ·We've .
got ,a facilltyas g0c:>d<isanyone· in 'the"
country and lis:weexpand Bro.,ncostalli~,,
, .urn from 30,000 on up; that will be.llble
to compete at the highest level:·
.

BY LEONA ELLSWORTHfTHE

ARBITER

Cost
The total cost ofthe stadium expansion project is $35.9 million.
The athletic department budget will cover $7.9million, and will appear in front ofthe State Board again in late February to obtain
permission to issue $28 ml1llon in 30-year bonds to cover the rest ofthe project.
The department has raised $5 million, and expects $3-to-3.5 million from the appearance in the Fiesta Bowl.
Additionalfunds must lX'l raised, including $1.27million to fund furnishings and items such as TVs, and $1.2 million to contribute toward parking, slnce-approximately 120 spaces will be lost in the stadium lot.
.

Additions
Luxury suites: 38 suites,
16 seats each, five to be used
by the university for the
administration,
athletic
department and visiting teams'
dignitaries.
The 33 remaining suites will
be offered at a cost of $42,000
or $48,000 per year, depending
on location. Sofar, 30have been
sold.

Loge boxes: 43 loge boxes, four seats each will cost
$12,000 per year and include covered open-air boxes
with tables and flat screen
TVs located below the club
seats. All 43 loge boxes have
been sold.

Club seats: 737club seats will
be added, costing $2,200 per
year.

Club rooms fot premium seat
holders: the faculty club room
on weekdays but will double as
a loge box during game days.

A state of the art press box
will house media, security and
coaching staffs.

As home of Bronco football,
and the annual MPC Bowl,
Bronco Stadium will undergo
its third expansion since the
original construction ofthe sta<limnin 1970 with acapacity of
14,500.The eastside upper deck
• was added in 1974, increasing
the seating capacity to 20,000,
and portable end zone seating
made the 22,600 capacity possible. The current3P,000capacity took place just prior to the .
1997 football. season. Bronco
Stadium,lllo,n& With the . two
additional expansionS/is ·eSti·
. matedatover$13.54mmion.
.
..·.KnOWIi .. as the. ,·Slllurf ..
~iarid
"The'Blue," Bronco ,
.. StadillIDis one of a~d,hoUs-;
'.in8tJit,:~nlyblue 8rtificlat turf·
inthe\vpdd.·
.,

,
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Pakistan must combat new
terrorism, Sec. Gates says
In his first visit to Afghanistan,
U.S.Defense Secretary Robert Gates
said terrorist attacks from across
the border in Pakistan had significantly increased, fueling a growing rift between the two countries
and concern that the Taliban has
set up shop in the lawless border
areas of Pakistan. But Gates added
that Pakistan was one of the strongest allies of the United States in the
war on terrorism. He also said that if
U.S.military commanders asked for
more U.S. troops here, he would be
strongly inclined to recommend an
increase to the president.
"I believe that we must do what
is necessary in order to sustain the
success that we have already attained in Afghanistan," Gates told.a
press conference at the Afghan presidential palace Tuesday evening.
About 41,000 international troops
are now in Afghanistan, including
21,000from the United States,
The meeting comes at a crucial
time in Afghanistan, which is struggling with a resurgent Taliban and
increasing tensions with neighbor Pakistan. Military commanders have warned that the new year
may be as bloody as last year, when
about 4,000 people were killed, the
most since the Taliban was driven
out in late 2001. Earlier on Tuesday,
U.S. military officials told reporters
traveling with Gates that cross-border incursions from Pakistan were
the reason for more attacks on international forces in the border areas.
On Tuesday, Pakistan officials announced they had destroyed suspected al-Qaida hideeuts near the
border. Ten pp.ople were killed, all
militants, and three compounds
were destroyed, officials said.

NATI<.)NAL
Radio station fires many
employees in wake of death
Ten employees of KDND were
fired Tuesday and the "Morning

Rave" morning radio show has been
cancelled in wake of a water-drinking contest Friday that left a woman
lllhours before she died, apparently
of water intoxication.
Jennifer Lea Strange, 28, drank
one and three-quarters of a gallon
of water according to another contestant Friday morning during a
"Hold your Wee for a Wii" contest in
which competitors had to drink as
much water as they could without
goingto the bathroom fora Nintendo
game system.
Strange is a mother of three
children, ages 11 months, 3 and
10. Her family has maintained
public silence about the death, save
fora prepared statement attesting
to Strange's kindness and dedication as a mother.
Monday afternoon, a spokesman for the radio station said that
the station had suspended the
morning show pending an internal
investigation.
Coroner's officials said Saturday
that Strange's autopsy revealed no
life-threatening
medical conditions and appeared "consistent with
a water intoxication death." It
added, however, "the final cause
of death
not be available for
several months."
Sacramento 'District Attorney's
spokeswoman Lana Wyant said no
findings on the case have been sent
to her office for review,
"There are times we initiate investigations on our own," she said. "I'm
not sure this would be one of them."

wlll

LOCALlHSU

BJebe said it's unlikely the commissioners will take action on the
issue at the meeting, but will simply learn more about the issue.
Semanko said his group asked
for the meeting because some
local irrigators have had some
problems.
The organization won't be calling for an ordinance right away,
he said, but will rather update
the commissioners and discuss
"whether we need to clarify the issue" of trespass.
.
In some areas where subdivisions have spread to rural areas,
irrigators worry about the safety
of people swimming, wading or
floating in canals. He said there
are also "operational" concerns,
such as tampering of valves, levers, siphons or gates.
"Of course we do public education," Semanko said, "but in an
urbanizing area how do you safeguard" property rights?
Some canals are owned outright
by irrigation districts. In many
cases, the districts have easements
across a farmer's property, Beebe
said, which allows ditch riders access to maintain the canal.
In both cases, the public is not
allowed access along or in the
ditch without permission from the
property owner. Existing trespass
laws apply.
Hnwever, Semanko said the
Water Users Association always
supports cooperation with cities, developers, and counties to
cooperate in making greenbeltstyle walking or biking trails near
urban areas.

Courtesy of Idaho Press Tribune

Canals raise concerns
,Local irrigators plan to talk with
Canyon County Commissioners today outlining concerns they have
people about using canals for recreation.
"We'd like to discuss what kinds
of problems our local members
encounter," Idaho Water Users
Association Executive Director
Norm Sernanko said.
An commissioners' agenda item
calls for discussion of a "possible
canal trespass ordinance."
Commission . Chairman Matt

WhlAT TH E?,'
Who's gonna stop mei .
A man barged into an optician's
shop, knocked two people over and
attempted to make off with $3,000
worth of designer eye frames.
Two reasons he failed: the shop
is right across the street from the
police station, and the place is
run by a karate instructor and a
bodybuilder.
It didn't last long.

Just call him
Jimmy Choo
BY SHEREE WHITELEY
Culture Columnist
One of the things I've learned
through my hours spent flipping
the pages offashion magazines and
countless shopping endeavors are
that many aspects of the fashion
industry exemplify key themes in
life.
Wait - before you scoff and write
that notion off as quaint, but completely ludicrous, hear me out.
One of my all-time favorite comparisons ties different kinds of guys
to varying shoe styles.
There's the undeniably-handsome, appeals-to-almost-everyone,
can't-take-my-eyes-off-him guy,
The one that you notice the second you walk in the door.
The one that everyone else notices the second they walk in as well.
In shoe world, he would be the
gorgeous new pair of 5-incll platform pumps that I just bought.
The Ashton Kutcher of footwear.
They receive mass amounts of compliments no matter where I go and
I've yet to find a shoe thai works
as many wonders for my legs - the
only problem is that they completely murder my feet, and possess a
3-hour time maximum before the
blood stops flowing.
My shoes aren't quite as sexy
when I'm putting bandages on every one of mylO blistered toes.
Mr. Gorgeous isn't nearly as appealing when you realize that he's
the most arrogant of all the arrogant bastards.
In both cases, you, Iall-qulcklin
(he case of the five-inch heels, you
encounter a patch ofice and literally hit the ground) and then end up
wondering If it's worth all the pain
at the end of the day.
When I first bought my beyondbeautiful pumps I attempted to tolerate the pain' and wear them as often as I pleased.
After about of week of the abuse,
my feet had had enough. Now
they're reserved for special occasions and only meet the pavement
once or twice a month.
In the end, I paid far too much
for them. The same can hold true
about Mr. Gorgeous - after your initial endeavor with one of this kind,
you learn to indulge only on occasion and not be a frequent buyer ..
Then there's the loafer, the notso -exciti ng -yet -incredibly- comfortab~e flat that you keep around
for the days that you absolutely
cannot force your aching feet into
another deadly high heel.
Maybe you've even ventured so
far as to keep your Birkenstocks
around. Comfortable, reliable, worry-free.
Yetyou're not excited to put them
on, and they're almost unbearably
dull.
He's the guy you've kept around
far too long for no other reason than
it's easy. You just can't give him up
_it's Friday night and you know he's
available. '
.
He's the boyfriend in the relationship that went sour far-to a-long ago,
but you're both so used to being together that you can't bring things to
an end. Honestly, do yourself a favor. Invest in some new, comfy slippers. Consign the old and boring.
Then there's my favorite - the designer tennis shoe guy. Cute, classic, adorable and yet completely
pain-free.
He's the fantastic pair of Coach
new CD include "Val
to provide today's world should be a blast.
ment world and according to their
BY MATTHEW BOYLE
sneaks that reside in my roomKilmer" and 'When We'
. with uplifting and posiThe happy-rock band has Written website, they are entitled to do
Culture Writer
mate's closet that I'm not-sa-seDie," both brand new. tive music: One of the
nine albums of entirely new. music so because they have had a difcretly infatuated with. Stylish? Yes.
Bowling For Soup.ra renowned'"VaIKilmer"
engages'
songs on their new al- . since 1994. All of the songs on each ficult time getting notlcedbythe
Comfortable? Undeniably. Quirky,
punk rock band,recentlyreleased'
the listener with that
bum,"AFri~nalyGoodalbum are hit material, something
entertainment world.
.
fun, sporty, and they provide the
la new CD, "The Great Burrito
traditional.
Bowling'
Bye,~takes the modern
not many bands have come close to
The group's main focus islp' Jlrokind of support that We all could
EXtortion Case." The. new album
FoiS(lUpup-beat
and
usage ofswear and cuss accomplishing.'
vide people
happy music and
use. Yes,good ones are hard to find,
shows off their buoyantly haPpy haPIlyi'hythJll ..whereas
words to a cleaner, more 'Th.elDembersof
the .band are - that goesalo~gwi.th tllePllDdslo;
t
but in the end prove to be worth the
rock style. The well-known- single' "When We Oie~sl(jws things down
comical level b,yusillg phrases such from Te~s'and r~ceived attehtlongan;
"GefHapp'yl"soffiflthingtha is
effort.
"High School Never Bnds" can, be a littl~;aoWllngForSoup'ssongs
as%U" and
do~bJe hockey 'outside the LoneStarStateafterper-.
evidentfrollltheir lyrlCSllDdsound
The options areas
countless
found on the new CD.
..
..effeCtlvely: gain the . listellersstickS·"!hebanliwiUbeperfonn.
forrninglnWarPed TOuI;Bowlingoftheirtnu.5ic-.~~llg!Or,~~
as the varieties. of. foot apparel.
This exciting track presents 8. attentio,i1andres'peet,
fugat the Big Easy Concert House For'SoUJils
now: a; natiollally .•SOri1~aJonpvaY sjn~Jlley'~Wedges, flats,stilettos,socialite,
jovial
of keeping the. Usten>B~wliIigforSoup
is
of the .
dayat8 p.m, The doorswm?pen '. I1!no
ti·put1k< rockban~L and .....edlindwiUdefu1itelyo~~a:}gOod
athlete, metro sexual- the list goes
er..inter!lste.dwitha. catch.Y..'b. e.a.tontyro~b.ffl~soittthere:ri8htIlOw
ciqp,ni;andm~stof,the&ongsilie
also has a Pre.senc~ a.Cross th~,show
onFrlday.~ot'to'iDen)i9ni
on and on. , .....:.....
.,
th
. ·'that
p'rodti;....' hap" music ·"s·t·d
'b' '. 'd' wit' I b ,.
'fro'"
d ... ilie United VI
OtD . ","Th. e.G. reo atB
. " .. ,.'
..,
way pe,,·'J
~~.'.
....HI
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.
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Inthe end, there's' a size and style meanwhilecriticizmge
to .fit every taste~yoQ Just haveJo
try a ~w pair onJitllt. .
.

BoWling for Soup Releases New Album, 'The Great Burrito ExtQrtionCase'
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'Alpha Oog':'an ,overlooked crowd pleaser
,
with blockbuster potential

,

While Hollywood's ~rest' occurred
onlt two years' ago,
Culture Editor
Cassavetes began writing the script
As Eva Cassidy's retention of long before with the idea this movie
"Somewhere over the Rainbow" -would hit audiences hard, which it
does, making it the closing movie
came to its melodic end during
at the Sundance Film Festival last
the opening credits and .Citizen
Cope's "Bullet and a Target" be- year.
The story centers on the drug
gan, the movie "Alpha Dog" took on
dealings betweep Hirsch and Jake
the form of one of the hottest gangbanger movies this century, with a Mazursky, played by Ben Foster
(also known as Angel in the X~Men
, plot filled with high-stakes crime
movies). When Mazursky comes up
action and a dialogue a bar of soap
short on payment things spiral out
would be scared of; a plot which
of control, especially after Hirsch,
could only come from a true story.
on a whim, decides to kidnap
Following the activities of real
time drug dealer Jesse James Mazursky's brother Zack, played by
Hollywood, writer/director Nick Anton Yelchin, as a form of collateral for the money.
Cassavetes brings the most gripUnable to decide what to do next
ping three days of Hollywood's
life to the big screen in the form of and in efforts to not show weakness
Johnny Truelove, played by Emilie as the top dog in the group, Hirsch
Hirsch, otherwise known for his leaves Zack with his pal Frankie
Ballenbacher, played 'by Justin
role in "The Girl Next Door."
Timberlake, while he figures out a
plan.
.
Instead of the typical kidnapping, Zack seems to enjoy the time
he spends with Frankie after not
wanting to return home to his overprotective mother played by Sharon
Stone.
Zack encounters a world unknown to most IS-year-olds, full
of drugs, lavish houses and parties
Justin Timberlake woos crowds with acting talents In
full of beautiful girls, one in which
the lastest gang-banger film "Alpha Dog," which covhe becomes passionate toward.
ers the three day rollercoaster ride of events that led
While he .enjoys his time, the witnesses begin to add up against the
to the arrest of druq dealer Jesse James Hollywood.
gang's criminal activity withholdflips out in multiple scenes caused
fects in the picture almost distract
ing the boy, totalling in 38-by the
by drug use. Foster actually previewers
from
the
major
issues
unend of the film.
pared for the role by seeking advice
folding on screen.
The rest of the movie continues
Maximize
from a former crystal meth addict.
As
for
the
biggest
surprise
in
the
to play out with more intensity than
While "Alpha Dog" delivers vIewYour
ever, while the plot begins to thick- film, Justin Timberlake can put his'
ers
one gripping true story about
N'sync
and
Mickey
Mouse
Club
en, coming to an end that shocks
Benefits
audiences out of their chairs with' days behind him. He gives one of one of the youngest men to ever
grace the FBI's Most Wanted List,
the best performances in the movie
rage and emotion,
lets hope the word continues to
While the language in the movie showing that not only can the man
spread about this underdog after
may not suit the cars of some, the sing and dance like the best, but
an opening weekend of only $6.1
can lay down one believable charwords did not seem overused in the
million. Between the girls, violence
acter on the big screen.
sense they add to the overall atmoand powerful performances, what's
Credits
for
outstanding
acting
sphere of the film and the drama ..
really not to love?
However, split-screen editing ef- also go to Foster, whose character

BY DANIEL

KEDISH
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emovies
BY FRANCY
Assistant

On the indie scene
'Letters from IwoJima'

'The Hitcher'
Just when you thought it was safe
to head out on a weekend road trip,
"The Hitcher" might make you
think again. Based on a 1986thriller with the same title, the film follows two college students (Sophia
Bush and Zachary Knighton) as
they hit the road for Spring Break.
However, their fun-filled vacation takes a dark turn when they
encounter a mysterious hitchhiker
(Sean Bean).
The stranger doesn't want to play
nice. In fact, surprise, surprise,
he's out to klll the young couple
and they will undoubtedly spend
the majority of the film fighting for
their lives.
Remember that old elementary
school lesson "don't talk to strangers?" "The Hltcher" might give a
convincing reason as to why it's a
bad idea.

Coming to the Flicks this weekend is "Letters from Iwo Iima,"
The movie tells a true story from
the Japanese army's vtewpoint of
the World War II battle that took
place on the island ofIwo Iirna.
Clint Bastwcoddirected the film
as a companion to his 2006 war
drama "Flags of Our Fathers." Ken
Watanabe ("Memoirs of a Geisha")
stars the Japanese army's general,
who resists the rigid, traditional
Japanese methods of warfare.
"Letters to lwo Iima" will appeal
to history buffs, drama and action
fans.

Hot DVD releases
Today's Favorite:
'The Illusionist'
Who would have thought starcrossed lovers and magic tricks
could work so well together?
"The Illusionist" not only affirms this,but it spices up what
could have been a cliche melodrama. Edward Norton, Jessica
Biel and Paul Giamatti star in this

MARCOTTE
Culture Editor

period film about a famous magician and his struggle to be with the
woman he loves.
The problem? She's engaged to a
haughty prince. It may sound like
"Titanic" minus the sinking ship,
but "The Illusionist" has many
tricks up its sleeve. Yes, that's code
for a twist ending.

Yesterday'sFavorite
'Rebel Without a Cause'
It may be the 21st century, but
that doesn't mean films from the
past don't deserve a little love.
This week, the spotlight falls
on the 1955 cult classic "Rebel
Without a Cause: James Dean
gives an iconic performance as an
adolescent who Just can't resist rebelling against his upper-middle
class environment.
Then "it girl" Natalie Wood (also
known for her role in "West Side
Story) appears as Dean's girlfriend
and the only character who can
break through his hard exterior.
"Rebel Without a Cause" not only
contains plenty of drama.but also
an action-packed drag race.
. Those crazy kids and their cars.
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The way we see it ...

The wayyou setit)

Give Gov. Otter some
credit for his education
proposals

I am now an official Bronco fan
I was born and raised a Michigan football fan and
have lived a very frustrating 30-plus year post-season
existence. I went to Texas A&M,a big football school in
Texas which has great pride and tradition. However it
was your enthusiasm, love for the game and creative
plays that won my respect. From this point on, I am
supporting the Boise State Broncos. I hope the coach
turns down all job offers and the players don't leave
early for the NFL draft. You folks showed the world
what college football is supposed to be about.

Politicians give rhetoric like mailmen ~e!iver mail - it's simply part
ofthen Job.The difference between
t?e two is thatone consistently delivers .something more than empty

prormses.
During the campaign trail, current Idaho Governor Butch Otter
promised to not only support education, but to actually do something about it. Since taking office,
Gov. Otter has put his money, err
... better yet, the tax payers'. money-where his mouth is.
.
In presenting his budget to the
Idaho Legislature last week, Gov.
Otter proposed setting $38 million
,"surplus dollars aside arid placing
them into an endowment fund for
college scholarships. This is a significant amount. It would reportedly create $2 million a year in
need-based scholarships.
Idaho currently ranks No. 46 out
of the 50 states in the nation when
it comes to need-based financial aid. While the rest of the nation averages $387 per student in
need-based aid, the great state of
Idaho begrudgingly dishes out $17
per student. Anyone that has taken a trip to The Bookstore in the
Student Union Building recently can tell you what $17 will buy
you. (We hope you don't need any
textbooks, but the store does have
some wicked cool Fiesta Bowl merchandise you can buy for about 17
<il.,
'IK

Michael Sandberg
Glendale, Arizona

The Fiesta Bowl was more than just
your typical college football gam~

America's favorite ideology
. is ~ot capitalisU'

consul·ihenSm

(.'ciotis~'The State of Idaho can do'
much better. Under Gov. Otter's
plan, the state will do better and
it will do more. In addition, Otter
deserves credit for proposing to increase the general-fund budget for
higher education to $275.7million.
This is an increase of more than 13
percent of the current higher-education budget.
In a state legislature dominated
by individuals who would rather
lock people up than educate them,
this is a surprisingly aggressive
(but much needed) move from the
state's top man.
.
It appears Gov.Otter may actually
be more concerned with doing the
right thing and leading our state
in the direction it so desperately
needs to go than he is towing the'
party line. Too bad we can't say the
same thing about all politicians.
Tile way we see it is based on the majority opinions of The Arbiter editorial board. Members of
tile board are Drew Mayes, editor-in-chief; Troy
Sawyer, business manager; Heather English, production manager; Dustin Lapray, managing
editor; Harsh Mantri, online editor; and Sheree
Whiteley, lead copy editor.
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Congratulations to all students, employees, alumni
and supporters of Boise State! As a triple Sooner-alumni, I've seen many a game at Oklahoma University and
elsewhere, Including several bowl games,
While all Sooners cheer our team to win, we are all
college football fans and there isn't a better story than
Boise State's victory in the Fiesta Bowl.
There's no doubt that BSU outplayed OU, outcoached OU and showed the heart and courage that
is emblematic of college football. This ending is much
better for all of college sports, and the college spirit in
general, than if the Broncos had not won.
I felt some remorse when OU had taken the lead
with a minute or so to go; we have many victories and
championships, and know full well the history of college football, and how it is furthered by victories such
as yours, I hesitate to call it a "Cinderella story," as that
implies you didn't belong when certainly you did, and
will no doubt continue to belong for years to come.
The only problem is that now you'll be expected
to continue at this level, which is difficult to do; fans
should realize the significance of this moment, and
not measure future teams to this one, as this is truly
special.
Future Broncos should not be held accountable to
repeat historic events, but should be celebrated for
their efforts in their own right.
The list of storied college football programs has
many members, who (hopefully) hold themselves
with integrity even in the most dire of circumstances.
You are a championship school, not of a lesser league,
but nationally.
Welcome to 'The Club' - you got here the old-fashioned way: you earned It.
Bernie Maroney
Vancouver, BC

columnists reflect the diversity of opinion
in the academic community and often will
be controversial, but they do not represent
the institutional opinion of The Arbiter or
any organization the author may be affiliated with unless it is labeled as such.
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Boise State football is now part of"
the nation's elite college programs
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guest opinions and letters to the editor may
be sent via e-mail to letters@arbiteronline.
com. The Arbiter cannot verify the accu··
racy of statements made in letters to the
editor; they reflect the opinion of the writers. Opinions expressed by guest and staff

Guest opinions of no more than 500 words
may be submitted for publication on any
topic. Letters to the editor must not exceed
300 words and must include the writer's full
name, city, state and major (if applicable).
All submissions are subject to editing. Both
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Y cu.n.e'.nt fav..or.lt.e
It also follows thatlf most.ot us
.' ,punchllne
about
stop buying so much stuff our econAmerican
con- omywlll collapse.
sumerlsm comes
Consumerism 'powers every as. '.
from the TV"com- pect of daily American .life, .from
merclal featuring a babe-allclous
medicine and pharmacology to
barmaid who stomps a nerdy guy sports and education, from homes
down onto the floor, holds a boot
and cars to religion and polltlcs.
to his throat, delivers a lucid rant
You are what you buy, what you
about some television service perown. We are five percent of the
feet for new HDTVs and then purrs
world's population, consuming 30
the immortal line, "I don't know
percent of its resources...
what It is but I want it."
It won't change anytime soon, if
I don't know what it is but I want
you have your say. College fresh. it. I laughed the first time I heard
men are regularly surveyed about
it and then checked my skin for beliefs.
sheep's wool.
In 1968 college freshmen beAs far as shallow, banal reasons
lIeved strongly that they needed a
go for buying something, that one meanlngfulphilosophyoflife.
tops my list. .
.
That need was way down In 1998,
I don'tknowwhat it Is but I want
replaced by a strong belief that It's
It, honey, baby, sweetie. Buy it for .essential or very important to be
me; Mr. Nerd, and you'll get the well off.
babe.
There" will be consequences
And so, out we go, buying more
someday. In 1946, an American .
gadgets, filling up more space in .household's debt was 22 percent of
our homes and psyches, hoping
its disposable Income; todaylt's 115
maybe these do the trick; make us percent.
.
"okay" wltheveryoue else. .
We are officially a debtor natlon,
, It'scalled consumerism, notto be Japan's personal savings rate is 40
confused with capitalism, and It's percent; America's Is less than zero.
the ideology that runs the American
You can pay me now or pay.me
economy todayhandsdown.
.Iat~r,
~~~s{)med~y ... you wlllpay.·
A super-majority 66 percent of .
our economy is now based on con- ..
sumerism - the relentless buying of
stuff.
.'
.'
'.
Its core belief tells us our qual"
.'1\1....

EDITOR€) .. '

THE ARBITER

..·.,.Jty of life, our very happiness,is'
measured on the consumption and
v- ownership of stuff, most of which Is
made In any country but this one .

.. B~P.~Y C. LEWIS

bucks) ......~
~'~~1;·n~~e.::
numbers-are sanple-atro-

Each day I find my thoughts returning to Boise
State's recent Fiesta Bowl win and a joyful chuckle
pops from my mouth and tears begin to well up In my
eyes.
Such an astounding game - oh what a beautiful ending! In the first 58 minutes I witnessed greatness as the
Boise State team played its own game of honest, exciting football in the face of a powerful, perennial juggernaut.
In the final minute and ensuing overtime I witnessed an enduring human truth: with determination, a little faith and a lot of heart, anything, or everything, is possible ..
By most ordinary rights, to pull off one stunt play
shouldbe somewhat doubtful; but to execute a succession of such plays so masterfully, with such guts and
panache and in the face of such adversity - to embrace
victory in the face of defeat in this fashion - to witness
a reality this stunning ... what world is this? I can't stop
smiling!
This is our world! New Years Day, during the course
of a Bowl Championship Series Fiesta Bowl featuring
the Boise State Broncos and Oklahoma Sooners, I was
gratefully reminded ofthe possibilities inherent in the
human spirit and of the magic resplendent in our universe.
This last truth I have sometimes forgotten, but the
following morning I woke not so much to the second
day of a new year, but to the first day ofwhat seemed to
me the possibility of a new, more brilliant life.
More than a mere football game, more than a great
football game, this thing was transcendent! This was a
bit of the very best ofthe human experience played out
upon the stage of sports! So unforgettable, So undeniable. So fully inspiring.
Thank you Oklahoma. Thank you Bronco players. Thank you Bronco coaches and staff. Thank you
Bronco Nation and happy New Year, World!
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Fiesta Bowl celebration
• headlines basketball game

•

The Boise State football team will
receive its final Fiesta Bowl party
Saturday, Jan. 20. The BSU men's
basketball team plays host to Hawaii
at 7 p.m., which figures to be the perfect stage to host a final community
ceremony for the 13·0 Broncos.
Coach Petersen said he plans
on the entire team being in attendance, which is a big reason why the
University decided to wait so long
to celebrate the victory. On Jan. 2,
the day after the Fiesta Bowl, Coach
Pete and the football team arrived by
plane back in Boise. While numerous BSU fans arrived at

'
b

the

team

:.i/~;l
..: . r!.]'....
! ::nEpli
jJ
.
team

did
not arrive
/},~>."
back in Boise
, j [0
i:"
on that day.
::i'/1'
Saturday's basI"
- ';;"./1:'
¥.
ketball game will be
,., ,,/;[V'
the final event sched:/' ...
uled for the celebra.:- /
tion. At 3 p.m. the foot:..,·
ball team will take part
in a parade that will con:
c1ude at the State Capital
Building. From 5-7 p.m,
the team will be available
in the Caven-Williams
Sports Complex for an
session.
:,' , autograph
During halftime of
'.I the basketball game the
',:
football team will be presented with the Fiesta Bowl
trophy. After the conclusion
-of the game football players will be
·available for one last autograph ses:sion in the arena.
• /1
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Thompson earns WAC
Player of the Week

i Boise

State's Jessica Thompson
:bas been named the Western
,Athletic
Conference
..Women's
tPas~etball. Player of the Week for
tine week of Ian, 15.
.~~:This
is
the
first
WAC
:!'Iayer of the Week honor for the
'sophomore and the third WAC
:Player of the Week honor for the
:Uroncos this season.
.
:~ Jessica Thompson, a sophomore
:from Temecula, Calif. (Temecula
:yalley HS), started all three games
;for the Broncos at shooting guard,
~ieading them to a 3-0 record last
:week including 2-0 on the road over
·two previously unbeaten teams in
:teague play. She recorded team highs
:1n points in each game with 22 ver:sus Nevada, 20 at NMSU, and 14 at
:~ouisiana Tech Saturday night.
~ The sophomore guard shot a com:~ined 47.2 percent (17-of-36) from
;Jhe floor, 50 percent (6-of-12) from
'beyond the arc and 94.1 percent (16;~f-17) from the free throw line on the
;·week. Along with a 18.7 points per
:game average over the three games
~Thompson added 2.7 rebounds, 2.0
~iissists, and 3.3 steals in 28 minutes
::6faction per game.
'i
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Broncos host 'Pink Out'
at home opener

''¥l.

;:: The Boise State University gym)tastics team hosts the first home
::!neet of the season at the Taco
~.BellArena, Friday, against No. 23
·Brigham Young at 7:00 p.m.
~~ The meet, sponsored by St. Luke's
~l:Iospital, will be a "Pink Out". All
~ns are encouraged to wear pink in
~upport of breast cancer awareness.
ihe Bronco gymnasts will be wear~g pink uniforms.
As will be the case with all home
eelS this seas!:!n, the Broncos'
eet against Brigham Young will be
roadcast live on.B.ron.co Vision.

:t

f

Men's tennis hosts
• Mountain Region playoff

.;
•
'. The Boise State men's tennis team
host the Intercollegiate Tennis
:Assoclatlon Mountain Region Team
:.,Iayoffat the Boas Tennis and Soccer
:{:omplex on January 20,2007.

:wiII

:: The playoff will feature the top
:fuur teams in the Mountain Region
for a place in the National
•
;Team Indoor Championship, which
!fsheld In Chicago, Feb ..16·18.
gThe
Broncos' feature seven. of
:C.'· ompe.ting

!Jhe top 20 players In thereglon
pncluding
nu~ber
one '.'.ranked
~
Shields, .•Luke ,Shieldsen~
."!~'!"'!J_ ....6n~.'

college atmosphere."
Utah State Is currently 2-2 in
WAC play with both wins coming
in Logan, Utah. The Aggies haven't
The Boise State men's basketball
lost at home since the opening exteam has been far from consistent
hibition
game of the year. Jaycee
this season, Winning frequently at
Carroll has helped lead USU to its
home and rarely on the road. BSU
nine consecutive home wins with
currently sits on an 8-7 (2-2 WAC)
21.2 points per game on 44.8
record after splitting a home doupercent
three point shooting
. ble header last weekend. Despite
accuracy. Carroll scored 18 points
winning seven of their eight home
against BSU in the first match-up
games this season, the Broncos are
oftheyear.
just 1-6 on the road.
Hawaii enters Saturday's game'
"We just have to keep battling
BY KYE JOHNSON
against the Broncos after a 1-3 start
through, we might not feel good as
The Boise State men's
Assistant Sports Editor
to
Its
WAC
schedule.
The
Warriors
a team right now just because we're
basketball team
lost their conference opener 92-86
2-2 and lost two tough ones," seMark McGwire hit home run afhas run its way to an nior Coby Karl said. "But like I said,
at New Mexico State, which was fol8-7 overall record in those are the best teams in the conlowed by a 70-67 loss at Louisiana . ter home run during the 1990's.
was
Major
League
2006-07. The Broncos
Tech. Hawaii's sole conference win McGwire
ference and if we keep our heads up
Baseball's biggest and best home
are 2-2 in Western
was an 83-66 victory over Fresno
and our confidence up, then I think
State. Most recently, Hawaii lost to run hiller during the decade that
Athletic Conference
we'll steal some wins on the road
began to 'embrace the long ball'.
Nevada 68-66 in overtime.
play. BSU travels to and keep winning at home."
McGwire immortalized what a maBSU must handle Matt Lojeski,
Utah State Thursday
Luckily for Head Coach Greg
who is leading the Warriors with jor league hitter was all about durand hosts to Graham his team has shown flashing his career for nearly 14 profes17.6 points per game to go along
es of brilliance at home throughout
Hawaii on Saturday.
with 5.4 rebounds. Lojeski is one sional seasons .
the early going. The Broncos lost
But his ability to crush 450of only three players to start all 17
their first game in Taco Bell Arena
foot
home-runs was largely overgames
for
the
Warriors.
this season on Jan. 13 with a 73-69
Hawaii also only has eight play- shadowed by steroid and perforloss to New Mexico State University
mance-enhancing
drug scandals
ers averaging more than 10 min(14-3,4-0). The game againstNMSU
toward the end of his playing days.
utes per contest, which could make
was the second home game of the
McGwire and a handful of other Slldepth one ofthe keys to Boise State's
week for BSU. The Broncos also
perstar players during the 90's were
success Saturday.
played host to and defeated Louisi"I think if we just maintain our also largely responsible for MLB's
ana Tech Thursday, Jan 11.
confidence and keep playing good fight against steroids. It all came
Behindthe hot shooting of Karl
back around to McGwire last week
basketball as a team, everyone
BSU jumped all over the Bulldogs
during the 2007 MLB Hall of Fame
shows up and not just having a cou(4-11,2-1) on its way to an 82-56vicvoting.
ple guys play well," Karl said about
tory. Karl made a career-high eight
Cal Ripken Jr. and Tony Gwynn
what it will take to have a success3·pointers in the game. He finished
were the only two men to be inductful weekend. "We need the whole
the contest with 28 points on 9-11
ed In.the 2007 Hall of Fame class.
team to be there and just keep the
shooting. Karl also recorded five reGwynn received 532 votes (97,6
faith as a team."
hounds and two assists to lead the
percent) to qualify himself and
Ripken received 98.5 percent of the
votes with his name on 537 of the
ballots, one-of the highest marks of
all-time.
McGwire received less than 25
percent of the vote. Still leaving
him an opportunity to be inducted
later on, but also leaving him with
a long way to climb, as he'll need to
increase that number to at least 75
percent of the votes to be inducted.
Gwynn and Ripken.bnthi plBY!ld
,during:,the time. frame:!I\-tcGwite
did and they didn'teviin:scraidi:I~e
surface oftotal home nins McGwire
hit. In fact, Gwynn and Ripken's
home runs combined (566) still
falls short of McGwire's career total at 583. Put into context the time
period in which these men's careers
, .. \~;'J,~,,-::,
'
..'
~-.-",
were being played and think back
"'''~.'
to the home run craze everyone in
America was going nuts for. It has
to make you wonder how a guy like
McGwire falls so far short of the
Hall.
Well I'll tell you why. It's because
Tony Gwynn and Cal Ripken Jr. are
not only sensational professional
BSU team statistics
athletes, but they're good men as
well. McGwire's integrity has been
OPP
BSU
questioned at times.
69.9
75.1
Points per gameMeanwhile, Gwynn racked up
.401
.464
FG Percentage ridiculous amounts of hits, juice.336
.352
3-pt Percentage free. Ripken played great infield
and rarely missed a game, juice
.712
.678
FT Percentage free. McGwire hit homeruns and
554
564
Rebounds had people pinch run for him, not
36.9
37.6
RBND per game juice free.
.
184
239
Assists Did Babe Ruth, Ted Williams, 1)'
12.3
15.9
AST per game Cobb and Nolan Ryan use steroids?
220
246
Turnovers No, and they're all three times the
14.7
16.4
TO per gameplayer McGwire could ever dream
103
92
of being .
Steals·
When you take one of our coun6.9
6.1
STLS per game try's greatest pasttimes and make
3517
3473
AVG Attendance a mockery of it by using steroids in
a desperate attempt to make yourPHOTO BY STANLEY BREWSTER/THE
ARBITER
self better, it's pretty likely you'il be
frowned upon. And judging by. the
recent Hall of Fame voting, that just
happened to McGwire. Not to take
anything away from Ripken and
the. last two years of her career.
rebounds per contest in four conin the race for a regular season
BY KYE JOHNSON
Gwynn. Congratulations. to both
We're lucky to have her. She's a ference games. Her 16.8 points per
conference championship as they
Assistant Sports Editor
of those men for getting inducted
heck of a player."
.
game average in WAC play is up
head into the full swing of conferbecause they clearly were the most
As for Hawaii, the Rainbow
from her 8.6 points per game toence play. Prior to their fourth win
Don't blink now but the Boise
worthy men eligible to be inducted.
Wahine have gotten out to a rough
talon the season. Unfortunately
State women's basketball team is at La Tech the Broncos knocked
It's just a shame to not only basestart in conference play this seafor Hawaii and Smith, senior
off New Mexico State, Nevada and
4.0 in Western Athletic Conference
ball, but to such fine individuals
son. Hawaii has dropped its first
guards Janevia Taylor and Pam
play and it's taking down some big- Utah State in WAC play.
like Ripken and Gwynn that their
four contests with the most reTambini have really been the only
The Broncos end. their threenames along the way.
induction will be wrinkled by talk
cent
coming
in
an
overtime
loss
at
other
bright
spots
all
season
long
..
game road trip this weekend. They
of steroids and by people of lower
BSU got its fourth conference
Fresno State. Even though Hawaii
Tambini is averaging 13 points per
will fly to Hawaii where they'll
character like McGwire. At least
win On January 13 in Ruston, .
is 6-10, (0-4 WAC), all oftheir con·
game for the season, while Taylor
find much warmer weather and
La. against the Louisiana Tech
baseball is doing the right thing by
ference
losses
have
been
respectis
putting up 12.9 per contest.
hopefully
some
hot
"shooting
as
Bulldogs at the Thomas Assembly
keeping cheaters and lesser men
ably close and Coach Presnell unThose three not only lead the team
well. For sophomore guard Jessica
out of its most pristine club, the
Center.
derstands Hawaii can be dangerin scoring, but also have started all
. Thompson, staying hot from the
Hall of Fame.
La Tech's last home conference
16 games this season as well.
field hasn't been an issue as of ous.
I sincerely hope McGwire's legaloss was in January of 1992, until
"They're really big, we're pretty
Presnell said that he and the
late.Si~ce conference play started
cy turns Into his failure at reaching
BSU snapped that streak with its
team are excited to get a chance to the Hall of Fame because he tried to
Thompson has been lights out for short," Presnell said. "They're go21·point blowout victory.
ing to be just so big and strong and
come back home and play.
the Broncos scoring double digits
-"It was really fun, you know
chea~ during his playing days.
Following their trip to Hawaii
in all four games. She hasn't scored- they're veterans, so it's going to be
1 also hope thatevery player in
they had such high expectations
a real challenge for us in that rethis weekendBSU will host its next . MLB and any futtiremajor league
less than 12 points in agame since
for .' their programt
BSU .head
gard. We'll see, if we can handle
four conference games at Taco Bell baseball pillye~ can get'a free lesDec. 12 and she scored 20-plus
coach Gordy Presnell said about
the height and' rebounding that
Arena.
points in each of the Broncos first
son from Mt; McGwire on this one.
the game. "It was fun going down
: they do, we'll be okay.n
"It'sbeen fun and it's been a real
three conference games.
there. and doing that and being
That lesson being:Ifyou want a role
Leading the way for Hawaii reo challenge for our kids" Presneli
"She's a terrific mjd-range shootpart of that. Our kids just never let
model,lo,ok at Cal Ripken Jr. and
centlyis 6-3 junior, Tanya Smith.
said, "They've stepped' up to the
ert Presnell said. "She has treup, they just went after it,n
Tony Gwynn. Not only are they two
Smith isthe Wahine;s top scorer
challenge. Obviously we have to
The loss not .only stunned La mendous physical strength. She's
great baseball players, they are two
and rebounder iIi conference plliy, put the 4-0 start behind us and .great men and above all, two Hall of
.a good athlete. She's intelligent.
.She.hasll1JJheJ!I()~
t9ijru~. off ,lly~r~iIlg,I!Il!ic~IIIJj)~il}!~_t;'!..~"!~~~t,,a~£t°~81~~J~;,,_.
.•
_" .".. , cFamem..~",,'o""'"''-''-,~:-''~~~~'~''-'"+;'''''''''''"..•.

BY JAKE GARCIN
Sports Editor
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Men's basketball prepares
f'or. touch
. k"en d games
'.
aug wee
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Bronco attack. The win propelled
the men back into the win column
after dropping a close game at No.
15 Nevada Jan. 8.
The Broncos battled the Wolfpack
to a three-point loss in Reno, Nev.
Following the La Tech blowout it
appeared as if the Broncos were in
prime condition to host the red hot
Aggies of New Mexico State.
NMSU entered Saturday night's
game in the midst of a 12-game
winning
streak. BSU overcame
two IS-point deficits to close the
gap late. Senior Eric Lane missed
a three-point attempt with 17 seconds left to seal the fate of the
Broncos, however.
NMSU did all it could to fend off
the late run by the Broncos. Despite
shooting 65 percent from the free
throw line entering Saturday's
game, the Aggies made 7-8 from
the charity stripe in the last 33 seconds of the game. The free throws
gave NMSU a 73-69 win.
. The Broncos will look to improve
theirWACrecordwithgamesatUtah
State Thursday and against Hawaii
at home Saturday. The Broncos
defeated Utah' State once already
this year in Taco Bell Arena. BSU
prevailed in the first meeting
77-66 on Jan. 4.
"I'm sure they weren't too happy
at what we did to them here and
they're a really good team and
they're a completely different team
on their home floor," Karl said. "It'll
be a good experience for everyone who hasn't ever played down
there, it's a lot of fun to play there,
their fans are hectic and it's a great
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Women's hoops looks to stay on winning track
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Gymnastics program prepares for life after Sandmire
Flips USA Gymnastics. Through
Flips USA Neil helped produce 27
Sports Editor
NCAA scholarship recipients. The
Resnicks also garnered more than
After leading the Boise State gym20 consecutive Nevada State Open
nastics team to nineteen consecuDivision championship titles while
tive NCAA regional qualifications,
running the academy.
BSU Head Coach Yvonne "Sam"
There will be no decision on
Sandmire is calling it quits. The
Sandmire's
successor until after the
1',;;;f"xaSQ·Pfll~ld*S'·f~~~Arrb!RN~YCONSULATIPNS;.WltJla:i2
"electric" gymnastics coach led BSU
conclusion of the season. Whoever
l;;;iq(;~lp~lv*~laWyerfor.l11ost,legal·problernS'
..Yo\J;m~Y·,:'
to a top 25 finish nationally eight
assumes the reigns of the program
r··have.!l'll;l~'dll'lg:"'.·.'>
•.".' ...••......•
'..' .'.
.;.. ' ',.:"~/" ,.' "
times. In 1997 the Broncos finished
next will certainly have big shoes to
as high as No. 141n the country.
.
:. . ·,~DJY()r9·elsflmilylaw .'
. . . .:;,
fill. Fortunately for them, Shaniece
Sandmire said she made the deci,!·~4~rl.dlorg.l~r91:>IemS
.... ..•••
.. .•..
Craft will be around for two more
sion five years ago that 2007 would
years to help ease into the transi'"i
..
and
'0
be her final season with Boise
tion.
State. She said her decision came
Craft, a sophomore from Littleton,
in large part because of her desire
"P9Hection~Oebt
Problems
Colo., captured the individual vault
to spend more time with her family.
title at the WAC Championships as
I~jyry
&
Insurance
Sandmlre said the long-term retire'
a freshman. Craft competed in all
,;;s.r",~."YQtrl<rIl.~I1'~c(.)mpensation CI1aims
ment plan has given her time to set
four events for the Broncos In 2006.
the program up where she wants it
The Pre-Med. major has also shown
to be when she leaves.
she can get it done in the classroom,
"Everything, I've done has been
". •Call ~s~SU fo~ ilnappolntrnent:
426-1440
earning honors on the Coaches'
with that in mind," Sand mire said.
.:.Atiorheys:Margar~t
Lezarnlz and-John Schroeder of
Association
All-Academic
team
"I just see them in such good hands:
schroeder & Lezarnlz Law OfflcesLLP, Boise. 10...
as a freshman.
, It's going to be great:'
"The WAC thing, I want to win
As the 2007 season gets underway,
again, but I'd love to have the
Sandmire is focusing on bringing
whole team win WAC," Craft said.
home her 20th West Regional ap"Hopefully (we) go further in the
pearance and the 21st consecutive
Regionals and Nationals as well.
PHOTO
COURTESY
BRONCO
SPORTS
qualification by the school. The road
(Last season) I expected to do my
to 21 won't be an easy one, accordYvonne Sand mire has coached at BsU for 20 years.
best, but the fact that I had great
ing to Sandmire. The Broncos are
in Boise: Although the decision to coaches really helped me get that
"It's given a lot of freshmen the
working with a squad that consists
WACtitle."
move cross-country was a difficult
chance
to
step
up
and
get
an
opporof nine, freshmen and seven sophoFellow sophomore Taylor Jacob
one,
according
to
DeAvera
there
was
tunity they wouldn't have had bemores. The group of underclassmen
also returns a load of experience
never
any
doubt
about
coming
to
~
fore,"
Sandmire
said.
"We're
going
totals 76 percent of the BSU roster
from her freshman campaign in
compete for CoachSandrnire.
to be good. I can't say exactly when,
this season.
2006. Jacob finished 18th on the floor
DeAvera
did
say
she
wasn't
because
we
do
have
a
lot
of
work
In addition to the young core
routine and 21st on beam atthe West
to do with the new freshmen. But originally aware Coach Sandmire
Sandmire is developing, she is also
Regionals in '06. She was second on
planned on retiring after this sea"This cheerful laid back burrito joint
they're talented, they're motivated
dealing with some crucial injuries
bars and tied for second on beam at
son,
which
provided
a
bit
of
a
shock
and they're enthusiastic. It's going
that will require some of the freshserves delrctous fish tacos"
the WAC Championships last year as
when the news first hit. Even though
men to produce immediately. One of to be a really good year:'
- New York Times
well.
Jacob
was
also
a
member
of
the
Sand mire had planned her retireOne of the incoming freshmen
the key losses to the season is senior
Coaches' Association All-Academic
ment for the past four years, Todd
that Sand mire expects to fill some
Lindsay Ward, who will red shirt the
"All Hail the Burrito King"
team as a freshman. .
said
it
took
time
to
learn
about
the
ofthe
injury
void
is
DeAvera
Todd
of
2007 season due to injury. Ward fin- Boise Weekly
The
women
opened
their
seatransition that lay ahead.
ished 2006with a 17th place finish at Atlanta, Ga. Todd is the only Bronco
son
on
the
road
against
Cal-State
Fortunately for the gymnastics
who will start rhe '07 season in the
the West Regional Championships
Fullerton. The Broncos actually
All-Around. To compete in the AIl- program Todd said she has no reonh.lfS, She also tied for fourth in
hosted
CSF in a meet in Reno, Nev.,
Around requires participating in morse about choosing Boise State,
the floor routine at the Western
Friday. BSU was defeated 187.45 to
even
if
it
means
three
years
in
the
all four events at a meet: vault, bars,
• AthleticConferenceChampionships
187.25 In a close opening competiprogram without Coach Sandmire.
floor and beam.
last year.
tion.
This
year
Sandmire
has
brought
"I'm just hoping to bring the best
Senior Kristin Aldrich is' the
The Broncos return home for their
in new assistant coaches, Neil
to the team, bring a positive influonly upperclassman
Sandmire
and Patty Io Resnick, to help set first home meet of the year against
ence
to
everybody,"
Todd
said.
"It's
returns who placed at last year's
Brigham Young Jan. 19. Boise State
the program up for success after her
WAC Championships. Aldrich, of all for the team:'
only hosts five home ineets this seaDeAvera said she is looking for- departure.
Vancouver, B.C., tied for second on
son including the Beauty and the
The
Resnicks
owned
and
operward to contributing immediately
beam In 2006 and in 2005 tied with
Beast Competition with the wres, . Visit us in Ketchum and Hailey .
for the Broncos. She said aside from' ated a highly reputable gymnasWard for first on beam at the confertling program Feb. 9.
tics
academy
in
Sparks,
Nev.,
called
gymnastics she is also enjoying life
ence championships.
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f$TOCKS
!TOWAT¢HI

l-----------------------~---bow Jones Industrial
:Average

:12,577.15 (- 5.44)
j
j

\Nasdaq Composite

~,479.42 (- 18.36)
j

-

ls&P 500
11,430.62 (- 1.28)
I

I

:10 Year Bond

i4.76% (+ 0.63%)

.
I

I

;LOCAL

:---------------------------;Bank of America

(BAC)

;53.32 (- 0.12)
I

~

lMlcron Technology

(MV)

;13.68 (- 0.24)

!
~liewlett

Packard (HPQ)

~42.49(- 0.71)
;Washington

Mutual (WM)

~3.73 (- 0.33)

,
I

;Qwest Communications

(Q)

:8.33 (- 0.33)

,,
I

_

:rECHNOLOGY

,---------------------------I
fPp'e,

Inc. (AAPL)

,94.95 (- 2.15)
I
I

~oogle

Inc. (GOOG)

!497.28 (- 7.00)
I

:Microsoft

Corporation

(MSFT)

~31.l0 (-0.06)
iMotorola

Inc. (MOT)

i18.47 (+ 0.32)

•lv'ahOO! Inc.

(YHOO)

~29.05(- 0.24)

i

iFUN
j

,---------------------------;Abercrombie

& Fitch (AN F)

i78.01 (+ 0.66)

.

iAmerican

Eagle (AEOS)

133.72 (- 0.62)
I
!NIKE,Inc.

(NKE)

99.82 (- 0.15)
Wal-Mart

(WMT)

48.20 (- 0.11)
Walt Disney (DIS)

35.25 (+ 0,22)

CURRENCY
USD to Euro (EUR)

0.774 (+0.0013)
USD to Pound (GBP)

0.509 (-0.0002%)
USD to Yen (JPY)

120.490 (+0.001 %)
Gold

632.10 (+ 7.10)
Silver

12.78 (+ 0.25)
Numbers

"

printed

as of press time
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The iPod nano:
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Jobs unveils new lineof

toys at'Apple Sh(\l\It1n~ji'

.T~~;:~~
Windows Vista is rea(
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SAY IT

SELL IT

BSU CLUBS/

HOMEI

ORGANIZATIONS

OTHER

LEATHER SOFA PLUS
LOVESEAT. Brand new In

CLUB Ca~
petitive Women's Fastpltch
Softball Is at BSUI (208) 8307071

crate with lifetime warranty.
Ust $2000. Samfice $699.t
888·1464.

.

RENT IT

BRAND NEW MICROFI·
BER COUCH Stain Rests-

BSU TE CENTER OFFICE
ADMIN

KING SIZE PILLOWTOP
MATTRESS set brand new

MALE ROOMMATE. room
open In 2 bed 1 bath condo at
Broadway end Pennsylvania.
$315.00 a month and $150 deposll, No smoking, drugs, pets.
call 340-0229 or 433-9349.

In bag, list $750. Must sell,
$199. Can Deliver. 921-6643.

7-PIECE

CHERRY Bedroom set. Brand-new In box.
Retail $2250, sacrifice $450.
Call 888-1464
CHERRY SLEIGH

BED

solid wood. New-in-box. Value
$799, sacrifice $195. Call 888·
1464.

FULL SIZE ORTHOPEDIC MATIRESS Brand new
In package, warranty Sacrifice
$99. Call 921-6643.

BED-QUEEN
PILLOW
TOP mattress set. Brand new,
still In plastic, warranty. Retail
$599. Must sell $119. Can deliver. 921-6643.

QUEEN

TEMPURPEDIC

style visco ,memory foam mattress set. Brand new In plastic.
Retail $1599. Must sell $399 .
855-9688

.:' .:.d~";''';''''''';:;';:;''~''

PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT.
•I I

ELECTRONICS

www.frpmrenfo/s.com
WASHER & DRYER
Kenmore Advantage, white,
look new, work greatl $3001
pair (208) 331-1864

DISCOUNT COMPUTERSTORE
RiM Computers in Boise
Idaho's largest Independent
PC Store, huge local stock
of hard-ta-find parts and supplies, expert computer repairs,
Internet service, 4524 Overland Road In Boise. (208) 472·
2800. FREE Wireless Router
with any new Cleillwire Wire·
less Internet account. FREE
technical. support, call 472·
2800 Option 2 to speak to a
PC Technician.

SffialtMbve
to Home'

Ownership!
Prcqualify today at

,~;raf{.aJWJ<!Jl.com
mU$hl

lIow;nSIfJu1

t" ~11 b)I

TEACHER:

PIT Far Ages
2-6. Reliable, Patient, Montes·
. sM Approach. Will Train. Merldian, 288-1990.

tant. t lifetime warranty. t Still
In boxes.t Retail $1395. Must
selll $499.t 888·1464.

ROOMMATE

(JAlto

\\T)l\K IT

\\TORK IT

FURNITURE

SOFTBALL

Oassified ads may be placed four ways: on our website at
www.arbiteronline.t:om, email: di5ssifieds@arbiteronllne;
com, phone: 345-8204 ext. 100, or stop by the office at
1605 University Drive. (across from the SUB).

fiMna ......
t{tOjIlian

BRONCOSNEEDJOBS. COM
Paid Survey Takers Needed
In Boise, 100% FREE to Join!
Click an Surveys.

PART TIME EMPLOYEE
NEEDED
'Responsibilities
vary between product assembly, deliveries, and customer
service. Salary DOE. Flexible Hours between 8-5, M·F.
E-mail resume to Info@howi.
com or call 342-1388. CLOSE
TO BSUI

United Fabrics a subsidiary
of Kuste Hotels, Ireland is In
search of a representative In
the United states who will be
working for us as a part time
worker. We are willing to pay
10% for every transaction,
which wouldn't affect your
present jab, If u are Interested
please give us a call or send a
mail, which ever suits you.
We Supply Duvets, Pillows,
Bed linens, Covers, Mink
Blankets, Satin Bedspreads,
Apparels, and a host of others
as listed on our product page.
These products are being supplied 't" our customers who
are In the united states and
some ather countries around
the world.
These payments are In Checks
and Money Orders and they
.' would come to you in your
name to your location which
you'll provide to us,
So all you need to do Is to receive these checks or Money
orders which are payments
from customers for purchased
Items or payments to be made
out to clients (it would be delivered to you by FED EX or UPS
to your location)
As soon as you receive it, you
take it to your bank and cash
it, Then you take 10% of the
money and send the balance
to us through western union
money transfer. The transfer
fee would be at the companies
expense.
Http://www.kuste-hotel.cam/
vacancies.html
Emall:contact@kuste-hotel.
1 ...

;J"q

WORK ONLINE AT HOME
23 people needed Immediately. Earn a part or full time
Income. Apply FREE online
and get started I 800-807-5176
www.wahusa.com
Enter Ad
Cexie403

NEED EXTRA
INCOME FOR

EARN $500 PER
WEEK

'corrt'

Visit
www.bsutecenter.com
far-jab description and duties.
20-30 hours per week. $9-$12
per hour DOE. Preference will
be given to candidates with
relevant course work & stable
work history. Please send resume to jglerum@boisestate.
edu

THE NEW YEAR?
.FLEXIBLE SCHEDULE
'PARTTIME
OR FULL TIME
.EVENINGS AND
WEEKENDS.
'GREAT BENEFITS
.FUN AND CASUAL
ENVIRONMENT

$9 to $12 per hour
FOR MORE INFORMATION

Please Call 658-4888

caree/: .-

center·

,,-',IlMI_

{~t·,

On-and off-

campus lobs
am! !ntAmsh1p!!
for current and
graduating
students
_~;lll.UI!I·" "y
Checkout

Crossword
ACROSS
Luxuriant
Part of MGM
Whip stroke
Zone
Despise
Austen novel
Noted
muckraker
19 Bird of the Nile
20 Gesture of
respect
21 Years and years
23 Swiss peak
24 Newton or Stern
27 Kissers
29 Togo's capital
32 Slovenly one
34 Municipal
vehicle
35 Alibi _ (excuse
makers)
36 More docile
38 Visibly drained
41 Part of UAE
42 Last in a series
43 Wield a blue
pencil
44 Prego .
competitor
45 Pine product
46 Colorful horse
47 Mess up
49 Warbled
50 "My Friend .:
51 Grandiloquent
54 Biblical poem
56 Hostelry
57 Tram cargo
59 Upright walkers
63 King beaters
65 1991 Traci
Lords movie
68 Impetuous
69 Tag line from
Aesop
70 In the mail
71 Church recess
72 Entangle
73 Seth's .boy

1
5
10
14
15
16
17

DOWN
Not of the cloth
Pakistani tongue
Burn a bit
Location of
Southern Miss
5 "The Maltese
Falcon" co-star

1
2
3
4

11271rf1
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6
7
8
9

Back flow
Definite article
Part to play
Ship's lowest
deck
10 Aloha gift
11 Top diplomat
12 Photographer's
prompt
13 Metal fasteners
18 Fool
22 Crux
25 Los_,
NM
26 Arises
28 Overlay
29 Tale spinner
30 Gumbo need
31 Lean condition
33 Commences
37 Sounded
familiar
39 "Schindler's
List" star
Neeson
40 Sight from
Messina
48 Roberto's river
51 Jeweled coronet

Solutions

61 Pebbles
Flintstone's
pet
62 Hardens
64 Cow or hen
66 Novelist Levin
67 Deface

52 Remove the
cover from
'53 Apothecary
weights
55 Burning
58 Type of collar
60 First garden

j('fj,

I 1·1.1\,~!'_

la/([t~/(h/:
PRESCHOOl.

New Construction
First Timc Home Buyers
Relocation
Investment

TEACHERS

NEEDEDI QlaIerger Sd'OO
has irrnedatll q>eri"gs fa' pnline ~
teadle!s at Is Bdse
ca"fl1lSllis is a geat tWJI1lriY fa' ECE

'
Properties

m;:xs v gail

Jessica Hunt

~

~

and reoolve1rnini1g nQlI'teadTg meII'OOs and QJ'.
rbJlm JOO respcr1SUlies irt.de
teadTg reaFti!, math, and scm:e
~
to ~
cIti'en l&
i1g aIs, s:rgs and aher sll\Jdl.red
00ivilieS. Pi<m ~
skis araher
fTJ.lSi;aI rl:Itt is a pUs.
VISit WWN.ctdeI gtlIschcd.oom fa'
mom delaIs. '
To appy, SlbTit ycu etNf?r 1el!Er, msune, and a tJief essat cisaJsSi1g
ycuveN et America v:

v.ith ~cIti'en

Real Estate
Professional
wwwj<ssicahunt.com
C 208.412.1677
F 208.433.4587
}hunt@hol/andreollyJnlo

SUMMER

SALES Looking For Sharp, Honest, Driven
People To Earn $15K·$45K
This Summer Selling Pest
Control Door To Door. Offices
In Boise, 10 & Portland, OR.
Excellent Training & Upscale
Furnished Housing Provided.
503-849-2814.
LOCAL
TIQUE

ADULT

BOU~

currentiy
seeking
applicants for Full·TIme and
Part.TIme Sales Associate
Positions. EOE. Professional
atmosphere, Friendly environment. Please E-Mail Resume
to Jobs5022@aol.com.

01aI00Jer Sd100I
AlIn: F'I'e9:hJd Teochers
5551 W. Blcxm St
Bdse, ID 83703
Fax: (001)569-J094
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DOGBERT'S pf'.SSWORD
RECOVERY SERVICE
FOR I'\ORONS
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1DONE FORGOT

l1i
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NED, 1 THINK,
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I'\Y Pf'.SSWORD.

15 YOUR
Pf'.SSWORD
·NEDNi'
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d
s
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sWEET Bf'.BY
JEEPERS. YOU'RE
LIKE SOI'\E SORT OF
NOSTRILDOGI'\f'.S!

..

Aries (March 21-AilfilI9)
Today is a 5. The person
who assumes the most
responsibility ~ets to make
the most deciSIOns. Ifyou're
not quite there yet, keep
heading in that direction.

!
~
~
~
g

~
o.ROL,
SCHEDULE
f'.STf'.FF
I'\EETING.

·WHf'.T'S
THE
TOPIC i'

\

)

1 PLf'.N TO FUSE SIX
SIGI'\f'. WITH LEf'.N
I'\ETHODS TO
ELII'\INf'. TE THE Gf'.P
.BETWEEN OUR
STRATEGY f'.ND OUR
OBJECTIVES.

E

8

t!

If
::>
];

~
~

I1.L JUST
Sf'.Y
·Wf'.STE
OF TII'\E.N

\

~

r.:;.:::;::!:::~i
"",;'l'",;,;;;;;;':';

WE NEED TO FINO
f'. Wf'.Y TO CLOSE
THE GAP BETWEEN
OUR STRf'.TEGY f'.ND
OUR o.Pf'.BILIT1ES.
,

\

!eL-_ .....-

I°
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Taurus (Aprit20-May20)
Today is a 6. Follow through
on the plans you've had
simmering on the back
burners of your brain. Just
as you knew would happen,
they're just about perfect by
now.
Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Today is an 8. Follow through
on the projects you started
yesterday, and befo.re •
Don't begin anything new,
especialryregarding.!buying,
. selling and trading.

WHY DON'T WE JUST
.PRETEND WE'RE
GOOD f'.T SOI'\ETHING
f'.NDo.LL IT OUR
STP.ATEGY~

(

Today's Birthday (01-18-07).
It's a combination of skill and
imagination that serves you
best this year. The challenge
is to learn how to produce
what you can visualize.
, To get the advantage,
check the day's rating: 10 is
the easiest day, 0 the most
challenging.

.

BY LINDA C. BLACK
Tribune.MedlaServices

Cancer (June 22-'uly 22)
Today is an 8. You're still
on the job, althou&h you
appear to be relaxmg in
. the audience. You kriow,
although nobody else does,
that you're actually pulling
the strings.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Today is a 9. Push yourself
past a barrier that had you
stopped before. You're
stronger than you realize,
when your adrenaline's
pumpmg.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is an 8. You may feel
guilty for having so much,
when some others have so
little, Don't give away what
you have, help the others
generate more.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-'an. 19)
Today is an 8. Once you get
this project started it'll take:
off on its own. Push yourselt
to get things right. You can ~
relax later.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) ~
Today is a 5. As you sort
~Virgo (Aug. 23-Seet. 22)
. through the details swirling~
Today is a 9. There s lots of
around in your head, be
~
work to do and it must all
confident. You have a natural
be done correctly. That said,
talent for finding the jewels ~
cheerfully assume that you
~
are the person who can make among the rubble.
~
.
".
1.
it happen.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) .1.
Today is an 8. Make the . ' ~
Libra (Sept. 23-0ct.22)
commitment, close the de~l(
Today is a 6. Be patient
join
the or~anization. A
1
with a person who's
group you Join now will help'
getting agitated. Listen,
you achieve the success you!
ac~owledge and stay
~. ;
out of the way. Offer your.
. so richly. deserve.
suggestions tomorrow or the
. .1
next day, not now.
.
'

(c) 2007, TRIBUNE MEDIA
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BY KYE

JOHNSON

Assistant Sports Editor
It's been a rollercoaster first-half of the season for the Idaho Steel heads
and Head Coach Derek Laxdal knows that.
"That's why the season is a marathon, not a sprint," Laxdal said.
The Steelheads got out of the gates quickly this season, winning four
out of their first five games. But that streak didn't last. Theylmmediately
turned around and dropped three out of their next four. Since then it's
been the same story for the entire first half of the season.
"It's been a really up and down first half:' Laxdal said. "We got off to a
great start with a full lineup. We lost some players to call-ups and we lost
two players to major injuries (Kyle Bruce and Jared Knightinggale). That
really hurt our hockey club."
.
The most recent distraction came via players getting ejected from the
contest following an all-out brawl against Phoenix in the teams' last meet. ing Jan. 12. This will be the sixth meeting between the two teams already
in the month of January, so it's easy to see why things got a little hostile
out on the ice. It is also understandable
why they might continue to be that
way in this upcoming weekend.
"We played seven games in almost ten nights," Laxdal said. "It's just really tiring on your hockey club. When they've got us playing seven times in
nine nights, you're going to get some games where it's going to be real ugly.

BO

It got real ugly last weekend."
Idaho wasn't originally scheduled to play Phoenix so many times in the
middle of the season. After the number of West Division teams dropped
from six to five, however, the rescheduling process turned the Steelheads
January schedule upside down. The San Diego hockey club dropped out
of the league over the summer, which made the scheduling a little different from years past. The result: a marathon of games between Phoenix
and Idaho surrounding
the all-star break. As the first period of the game
came to an end down in Phoenix last weekend, Steelhead Forward Taggart
Desmet and Phoenix defenseman Dave Pszenyczny got into a fight that led
to an all-out brawl. Even the goalies got involved. In fact, Steelheads' goalie John Daigneau was injured from the fight and had to leave the game. All
in all, the melee amounted to 128 total penalty minutes, four brawls, three
Steel head ejections and four ejections for the Phoenix Roadrunners.
"There were a goal tender fight and a couple melees," Laxdal said. "(It's)
not a good way to have a schedule in the middle of the season like that."
Phoenix went on to win the contest 7-5. Both teams have spent a week
off the ice, which should help to cool down the spirited rivalry. Not all the
Steel heads players got a chance to get away from Phoenix, however. The
three Steel heads who played in Wednesday's all-star game were actually
teammates with Dave Pszenyczny of Phoenix for the game. Despite the
recent battles on the ice, Steel head forward Greg Rallo said there was no
concern that things would be civil during the all-star game.
"It's pretty funny because you battle on the ice, but for the most part
after the games over we're able to go out and hang out with the other
team," Rallo said. "You can leave your anger out on the icc, it's our job to
go out there and play the game so you can't hold it against somebody for
doing their job."
Coach Laxdal said he is ready to look past the brawl as well. I Ie said it is
time to get back into the swing of things and prepare for a playoff run.
"We had a good last couple weeks where we found our way a little bit:'
Laxdal said. "We're starting to get some bodies back. It's the teams' that is
the healthiest and the team with the least call-ups that seem to do well."
Laxdal did conclude the team is still vying for a divisional championship, but will have to play good hockey to over come the red-hot Alaska
Aces by the end of the season. "I think the main thing is we want to challenge for the Divisional Title:' Laxdal said. "We want to
make sure we get healthy for the playoffs and we want
to make sure we have a healthy roster here."
The Steel heads will have their chance to start
off the second half of the season on the right foot
against Phoenix this weekend. They
host
the Roadrunners
for a two-game
homestand
before
taking
off
on
the
road.
The
Steelheads
will
not
play
at
Qwest
Arena again until Feb. 7.

ECHL West Regular ?eason Standings
OTL

SOL

PTS

GP

W

L

I. Alaska Aces

35

23

10

48

2. Idaho Steelheads

36

19

15

40

3. Phoenix RoadRunners

37

19

16

40

4. Utah Grizzlies

37

12

22

5. Victoria Salmon Kings

38

13

24

.GP-

Garnes Played

·w -1"{lnS

·L- Losses

·OTI~- Overtime Losses ·501..-

2

o
Shoot out losses

27
27

·PTS - Points

·STK - S~.u(
-,

Current Meetings:
Games in 06'07 season: 8
December: 1-2
January: 3-2
Overall Record: 4-4
Biggest Win: 6-1 (Jan. 10)
Biggest Loss: 2-5 (Dec. 9)
Games Remaining: 2
December 19
December 20
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Stee1heads broadcaster catches big break
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BY JAKE GARCIN
Sports Editor
Many people affiliated with the
Steelheads benefit from the 200607 ECI II, all-star hockey game having been played in Boise.
Selected to participate
in the
game from the Steclheads organization were three players, a trainer and the official voice of Idaho
hockey, Joe O'Donnell.
O'Donnell is a second-year
radio broadcaster
who has quickly
gone from covering the University
of Delaware club hockey team to a
minor league professional hockey
cluh in the ECIIL.
In
2003
O'Donnell
graduated from UD with a degree in
communications
and
the
ambition to fulfill his passion for
covering hockey.
In the next few years O'Donnell
worked his way through the communications'
ranks as a writer and
a broadcaster's
assistant.
In 2005 the Steel heads began
searching for a new talent to take
over as the voice of the team.
Without
hesitation
O'Donnell
packed
his bags on invitation
and hopped a plane for his new
life out west.

"I love Boise," O'Donnell
said.
"My girlfriend does as well. It's different than being back east. I love
the weather. The people have been
so friendly. That's one of the first
things you notice when you get
here: how nice the people are."
As O'Donnell
closes in on his
second full season broadcasting
radio and video simulcasts for the
Steel heads, one of the biggest career opportunities
knocked on his
door earlier in the week.
O'Donnell
was called
upon
to help broadcast
the ECIlL allstar game to 31 million households worldwide.
O'Donnell
said his broadcast
audience usually extends to local
crowds and replay viewers, which
can sec select Idaho games on the
NHL Center Ice networks within a
week after a game.
The
all-star
game
differed
slightly in that it would be airing
live on NHL Center Ice, along with
the NHL network in Canada and
America One in the United States.
"It's
certainly
an
honor," O'Donnell
said
prior
to
Wednesday's
game. "It's going to
be a great opportunity.
I'll probably be a tad bit nervous I would
think, but some of our games go up

to the NHL network anyway."
All nerves aside O'Donnell did
joke that his regular games are always aired without being edited to
make him sound better during the
broadcast.
His regular game coverage is done for a radio audience,
but video is played simultaneously
for the 'simulcast'.
O'Donnell
said he thinks the
hard-core
Canadian
hockey fans
are the only ones that intimidate
him, but it's a bridge he's got to
cross eventually.
"It's
just
another
game,
O'Donnell said. "The most important thing, I've talked to people
who have done all-star games in
the past, and they said just have
fun with it. It's supposed to be a
fun time, not only for the teams but
also for the fans."
O'Donnell
will be back to his
regular
broadcasting
job Friday
for the Steelheads'
home game
against Phoenix.
Steel head games can be heard
online at www.ktik.com
by selecting
the
'Steelheads
Live
Audio
Webcast"
on
the
left
side ofthe page.
There is also live Friday night
home
games
and
replays
on
CableOne channel 17.
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Paths intersect for Nesbitt and Rallo
BY JAKE GARCIN
Sports

i
I

i~

Editor

Derek Nesbitt and Greg Rallo of
the Idaho Steelheads have shared
many similar experiences in their
young hockey careers. Both men
played collegiate hockey at Ferris
State University in Big Rapids,
Mich. They both led FSU in an offensive category as seniors and
both are now members of the ECHL
hockey team in Boise.
The path each player has traveled thus far is certainly different.
However, their paths continue to
intersect at unexpectedairnes. The
most recent shared highlight came
with the announcement that both
players were voted onto the ECHL
National Conference all-star team.
Nesbitt (6'0", 185) was named to
the team Jan. 11 after a solid first
half of the 2006-07 hockey season.
Nesbitt is currently second on the
team in points (36) and goals (13)
and is tied for first in assists (23). He
has played in 30 games this season,
his first playing for the Steelheads.
Rallo (6'0",195) didn't learn ofhis
all-star selection until a day after
Nesbitt as he was added to the team
to replace Scott May of the Phoenix
HoadRunners. May was called up
to the Iowa Stars of the American
Hockey League and was unable to
play in the all-star game. Steelhead
coach, Derek Laxdal, said he wasn't
surprised to hear Rallo would be
playing in the game, but he was surprised it took May being called-up
for it to happen.
"Greg Rallo I feel should have
been named earlier," Coach Laxdal
said. "He's a great young rookie and
PHOTO COURTESY IOAHO STEELHEAOS
he's probably one of the best rookies in this West division. (He) skates
Greg Rallo (Above) and Derek Nesbitt are in their first season as teammates for
well. handles the puck well and
the Idaho Steelheads. Nesbitt and Rallo played together for three seasons at Fercompetes. I think it's a great opporris State University in Big Rapids, Mich. The duo led FSU to a Central Collegiate
tunity for him to be a late edition."
Hockey League Championship and a trip to the NCAA tournament Elite Eight.
Both Nesbitt and Rallo agreed
that playing in this year's all-star
game is even more rewarding because it was played in Boise at
Qwest Arena. The game will bring
In players, scouts, owners and fans
from all over the United States and
Canada. Both players said the excitement of playing in front of the
home crowd made the week of allstar festivities that much more exciting.
"In front of your home crowd, it
will be especially nice," Nesbitt said
Tuesday before the all-star skills
competition. "They get to come out
and see you with some of the best
players in the league, see how you
stack up. So it's an honor for sure. It
kind of stands for itself."
Rallo said he felt the game was
also rewarding on a level of professional accomplishment. Because
players at the ECHLlevel play with
a dream ofmaking it to the NHL one
If,_'",\, '~':' ~,
day, being named to the leagues
., """'"
all-star game roster is a glimmer of
hope that the big break is around
the corner. Coach Laxdal said the
game always provides players the
opportunity to be seen in front of
a large group of scouts, which is all
PHOTO BY STANLEY BREWSTER/THE ARBITER
the players are looking for.
"We all take this level very seriously. To get the chance to play in
the all-star game at this level, that's
a big accomplishment and an honor. We're gonna take full advantage
of it."
Before arriving in Boise, Nesbitt
and Rallo were a crucial part in
the success of the hockey program
at Ferris State. The two played together for three seasons at FSU be.
.:"..
fore Nesbitt graduated in 2005. In
2002 the duo led FSU to a Central
Collegiate Hockey Association
Championship and an appearance
in the NCAA tournament's Elite
Eight round.
In 2004-05 Nesbitt led FSU in assists (21)with 40 total points on the
season. The following year Rallo
enjoyed a successful senior' campaign, leading the team with 39
points, which tied for sixth among
all Division-I players.
TO WAIVE OUT OF SHIP YOU MUST:
During Rallo's senior season
Nesbitt began his professional caLog onto your Bronco Web account
reer with the Gwinnett Gladiators
(Proceed 10 studenl finonciols when logging inlo you, BroncoWeb account)
of the ECHL. Rallo was invited to
the Iowa Stars' training camp to
Complete the on-line SHIP waiver form.
start the 2006-07 season, but was
sent to Boise with Nesbitt. Nesbitt
Be continuously enrolled in an alternative. US-based health
said reuniting with Rallo in Boise
insurance plan with comparable benefits-have insurance ID card handy.
last fall has made the transition
into the Steelheads organization
Print receipt and retain for your records to verify waiver completiorL
that much easier.
"It was comfortable from the
start," Nesbitt said. "The whole factor of getting to know each other on
• I I , 1 , It
t 1
-"-- DrvJSJON
OF-the ice, you don't have to go through
For more information contact SHIP Office (208) 426:2158
STUDENT
AFFAIRS
that. It was just like it used to be. It
www.boisestate.edu/healthservicesfinsurance/plan.asp
was definitely easier that way."
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